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Tracklist:
1. Om
31:48 min. [Om | Tropical Year | Cis | 136,10 Hz | 127,60 bpm | -31,38 cent]
2. Mars
21:30 min. [Mars | D | 144,72 Hz | 67,84 bpm | -25.07 cent]
3. Venus 22:47 min. [Venus | A | 221.23 Hz | 103,70 bpm | +9,64 cent]

Ambient music meets science:
Now after the first release of Morphon at the
compilation „active agent of sound“ kw002 at the
end of 2007, they presents their first Longplay:
OM Mars Venus

for more information:
www.Klangwirkstoff.de

This CD contains spherical electronic ambientmusic with a philosophic background.

http://www.klangwirkstoff.de/kw003.html

With their project, Morphon, Eru (electronics and
guitar), Tom Wölke aka Tommelon (electronics and
guitar), and B. Ashra (electronics) are exploring
artistically the mental and physical effects of natural
vibrations and rhythms (for example, planetary
cycles).
The tonal tuning of the music on this cd depends on
planet tones based on the “cosmic octave”. In 1978
the Swiss Mathematician, Hans Cousto, developed
the idea of applying the harmonical law of doubling
or halving frequencies beyond the range of audible
perception.
This created the possibility of appropriating octaveanalogue tones, rhythms and colors related to the
rotation of planets, planets cycles and other natural
vibrations.
The theory of planetary tones or harmonical concert
pitches was also established under the name
of ‘Ur-töne’ (original tones) by the German music
journalist, Prof. H.C. Joachim-Ernst Berendt.
In Egypt, India and Tibet, the tradition of harmonical
music applications was already used thousands
of years ago in ritualized healing and meditation.
The Berlin label, Klangwirkstoff, offers its listeners
access to the fruits of contemporary, harmonical
music research and constitutes a network for
tuned music which spans the micro- and
macrocosm of audible possibilities.

Pressreleases, Prelistens, Promomix, Radiomix,
and the cover for download under:

Record Releaseparty am 3.9.2008
ab 20.00h im Club der Visionäre in Berlin
Am Flutgraben 1
Eintritt Frei
Live: Morphon und Akasha Project
DJ: Tommelon und B.Ashra
Visuals by Trigger.ch

